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A radar target interacts with transmitted radar power and scatters a certain amount of the incident electromagnetic 

radiation back to radar receiver in a given direction. Radar cross section (RCS), or echo area, is a measure of how 

detectable an object is for radar. While RCS is in part a function of object “size” and radar wavelength, it may vary 

remarkably depending on an object’s overall shape, geometry, and material composition. Orbital debris (OD) objects, 

such as satellite explosion and collision fragments or small pieces generated from some regular, non-violent processes 

of surface material degradation, are mostly of irregular shape. For non-spherical objects, especially for irregular 

shapes, an object’s RCS is, in general, strongly dependent on its spatial orientation presented to the radar beam. The 

Space Surveillance Network (SSN) tracks nearly all large-sized (roughly ≥10 cm) objects in the Near-Earth 

environment and records measured (mostly mono-static) RCSs. Given a specific radar, the orientation and shape 

dependencies are mainly responsible for the observed RCS variation of an SSN cataloged object. The observed 

probability-density distribution of RCS, combined with polarization data, is valuable information on the physical and 

geometrical properties of an on-orbit object. 

RCS is a property of a radar target’s reflectivity and does not necessarily bear a straightforward relationship with its 

geometrical cross-sectional area. The inference of the physical dimensions and morphology of a radar target from 

measured RCSs is an intricate inverse problem in fundamental radiative scattering theories. To estimate the “sizes” of 

radar detections from measured RCSs, NASA uses a Size Estimation Model (SEM), developed from laboratory 

(mono-static) RCS measurements for a set of representative debris objects (hypervelocity impact fragments) over a 

range of radar frequencies and spatial orientations. Besides the orientation- and shape-averaged RCS as a function of 

target “size” (normalized by radar wavelength), the SEM provides an empirical probability density function (PDF) of 

RCS. Such an informative PDF of RCS gives approximately the probability of measuring an RCS value conditioned 

on the size-to-wavelength ratio, which is critical for the modeling of OD populations based on available updated radar 

data, usually obtained by sampling the vast OD environment with radar operated in a staring mode. Given a radar and 

viewing geometry, the provided PDFs of RCS help to reasonably predict the RCS distributions for a model OD 

population, and to possibly improve the model by comparing with and “best” matching observed RCS distributions 

statistically. Some practical examples are presented for an illustration. 

Reliable theoretical prediction and interpretation of the RCS of OD objects requires an accurate exposition of radiative 

scattering by irregular shapes. Responses of bulk material to external sources of radiation are the cooperative reaction 

of all constituent subdivisions. This is particularly true when the size of an individual element is comparable to a 

molecule or an atom, in view of the fundamental physical structure of substance. There exist rigorous and approximate 

multiple electromagnetic-scattering solutions (or theories). An example for rigorous multiple-scattering theory is the 

Generalized Multi-particle Mie-solution (GMM). Described here is a special version of the GMM, the GMM-PA 

approach, which provides a feasible way to study the radiative scattering properties of an arbitrarily shaped body 

through a characteristic, finite periodic array comprising a large number of identical component units. This solution 

approach is to put together a sufficiently large amount of mass points to probe the radiative properties of material 

bodies, by taking into account the intricate interactions of scattered radiation among the constituent elements. The 

GMM-PA predicted RCSs are compared with those calculated from widely used numerical methods, including the 

method of moments (MoM) or boundary element method (BEM) and the popular Discrete Dipole approximation. A 

few non-spherical objects are taken as demonstrative examples for the theoretical predictions and comparisons.  
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